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Jurisdiction

Question(s)
We used to offer bulk downloads of our filings to customers that wanted lists of for instance, new corporate filings for a specific
month, or a list of active partnerships, etc.
Do other states offer a service like this to their customers? If so, is there a charge for the information?

Manitoba
Corporations
Canada

Like Washington State, Corporations Canada has a free download of our database, as well as an API. It is updated on a
weekly basis.
http://open.canada.ca/data/en/dataset/0032ce54-c5dd-4b66-99a0-320a7b5e99f2

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona

Arizona offers a “public database extraction.” Partial (includes only certain available fields of data) is $75; complete database
is $1000. We, like all of you, have monthly customers that get the entire database regularly.

Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of
Columbia
Florida

The State of Florida offers data downloads at http://dos.myflorida.com/sunbiz/other-services/data-downloads/ . There is not a
fee for this.

Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
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Jurisdiction

Question(s)
We used to offer bulk downloads of our filings to customers that wanted lists of for instance, new corporate filings for a specific
month, or a list of active partnerships, etc.
Do other states offer a service like this to their customers? If so, is there a charge for the information?

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana

Louisiana does offer the service. Our fees are as follows:
An annual subscription to the FTP of all Corporation files, which includes the trade names database, is offered on a weekly and
monthly basis. An annual subscription to the FTP of only the trade names database is offered on a monthly basis. Files are
transmitted every Sunday. Prices are as follows:
Weekly -

Monthly -

Monthly Trade names only -

Initial load $2,500
50 files @$200 per week is $10,000
Total $12,500
Initial load $2,500
11 monthly files @$400 is $4,400
Total $6,900
Initial load and 11 monthly files
Total $1,725

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
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Question(s)
We used to offer bulk downloads of our filings to customers that wanted lists of for instance, new corporate filings for a specific
month, or a list of active partnerships, etc.

Minnesota

Do other states offer a service like this to their customers? If so, is there a charge for the information?
Minnesota does offer bulk download of our entire database and updates which is purchased on a monthly basis. The data is
offered through an .ftp site. Here is the link for the Initial and monthly update fees
http://www.sos.state.mn.us/media/1443/bulkrequestcorp.pdf
We also offer a one-time customized order that will provide a file that contains a list of active business names and the primary
address on record. They can chose one or more of the following criteria’s: a specific processed date, by zip code(s) or cities, or
a specific word in the business name. There is a $25.00 fee for each business type ordered. Delivery of the file is in a comma
separated values (CSV) format that is delivered as a compressed (zip) file.

Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada

We do offer the Bulk Data Download for both UCC and Corporations - there are no images just data. Here is the link for those
fees https://nvsos.gov/SOSServices/AnonymousAccess/PricingGuide.aspx

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina

NC does offer bulk download of data which can then be manipulated by the customer's software. The charge is $750 for initial
set up of account and $250 per year after that. The data is updated at least weekley and is offered through an .ftp site.
For searches specific to new companies, nonprofits, etc. We have reports available online free of charge.

North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
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Question(s)
We used to offer bulk downloads of our filings to customers that wanted lists of for instance, new corporate filings for a specific
month, or a list of active partnerships, etc.
Do other states offer a service like this to their customers? If so, is there a charge for the information?

Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
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Question(s)
We used to offer bulk downloads of our filings to customers that wanted lists of for instance, new corporate filings for a specific
month, or a list of active partnerships, etc.

Texas

Do other states offer a service like this to their customers? If so, is there a charge for the information?
Texas provides bulk data products for both Business Entity Records and UCC records. The costs associated with these
products are shown below:
Business Entity Records:
Previous Master Unload: $1350.00
New Master Unload: $1750.00
List by Entity Description (comma-delimited format for a specified entity type): $200.00
Daily Filing Update/Replacement (Subscription): $60.00
Weekly Filing Update/Replacement (Subscription): $20.00
Weekly Subscription New Formation Filings (Sunday through Saturday, comma-delimited format): $20.00
UCC Records:
UCC Previous Master Unload: $1150.00
UCC New Master Unload: $1350.00
UCC Daily Filing Update/Replacement (Subscription) – With Data: $65.00
UCC Daily Filing Update/Replacement (Subscription) – With Images: $65.00
UCC Daily Filing Update/Replacement (Subscription) – With Data & Images: $90.00
(Master Unload – snapshot of the relevant database as created the first weekend following the end of the previous month—
New Master Unload is an order for the next unload to be created. Previous Unload is an order for the unload currently
available)
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We used to offer bulk downloads of our filings to customers that wanted lists of for instance, new corporate filings for a specific
month, or a list of active partnerships, etc.

Utah

Do other states offer a service like this to their customers? If so, is there a charge for the information?
Utah has it online for a fee

Vermont
Virginia
Washington

In Washington State we have both a free download of our entire database, and an API if the more tech savvy user wants a
more direct approach.
https://www.sos.wa.gov/corps/AllData.aspx
https://www.sos.wa.gov/corps/SearchAPI.aspx
All are free.
When our replacement system goes live in August there will be interruptions in those offerings, but they will be enhanced back
into the new system as available.

West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Additional comments:

Full text of email:
Good Morning;

A second question has come up that I would like to ask about.
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We used to offer bulk downloads of our filings to customers that wanted lists of for instance, new corporate filings for a specific month, or a list of
active partnerships, etc.

Do other states offer a service like this to their customers? If so, is there a charge for the information?

Thank you

Tim Busby

Business Operations Supervisor
Safety/Security/Emergency Coordinator
Office of the Secretary of State, Corey Stapleton
State Capitol Building, 1301 E. 6th Avenue, Helena, MT 59601
Phone: (406) 444-5373
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